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about
Dripset was born in the underground labs of 
Los Angeles, driven by the desire to create 
unique flavors that push the boundaries of 
possibility. Their consistent experimentation 
with flavors has given Dripset insight into the 
blends that resonate with people. It is this 
very insight that powers the Dripset brands 
of DNA, FEARED, and PROPER.
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dragonthol

This icy blend of cool 
menthol and tart dragonfruit 
is designed to excite and 
stimulate your taste buds in 
the best way possible. Enjoy 
this satisfying rush of flavor.

Honeyloupe

This blend of honeydew 
melons and cantaloupe are 
meant to deliver a blast of 
flavor that wash over your 
palate with waves of melon 
goodness.



key lime 
crumble

Dive into the creamy 
goodness of this delectable 
and tart key lime pie flavor 
with the richest notes of 
graham cracker, blended 
specifically for your vape.

Peachango

Indulge in this tropical 
blend of peach and mango. 
The combination of these 
tasty elements make for a 
delectable pairing.



Pompaya

The full notes of juicy 
pomegranate and rich 
papaya are carefully pulled 
apart and pieced back 
together just for you.

Strawberry 
strand

Blended from a mix of 
the freshest locally grown 
strawberries, and carefully 
adapted to incorporate the 
pleasant longevity of a hard 
candy that slowly melts in 
your mouth.



FEARED The fear of tasting nothing is a fear that most 
vapers are intimately familiar with. To fight this fear, 
the mixologists of Dripset Labs created a delicious and 
sumptuous flavor line with the core aim of abating your 
personal fear of tasting nothing. There is nothing to fear 
but fear itself, and that fear itself has been replaced with 
the bold flavors of FEARED.
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tobacco

With a sweet, bold, rich, 
and smooth inhale, FEARED 
Tobacco is an intimate 
journey into the layers of 
sun-cured tobacco flavor.

Menthol 
tobacco

The layers of tobacco come 
alive when paired with 
menthol, as they dance 
lightly across your palate for 
a unique flavor experience.

Custard 
tobacco

A rich blend of mild-bodied 
tobacco that is accentuated 
by the addition of a light and 
pleasant layer of cream.



proper Dripset brings you Proper, delicately crafted 
flavors that are meant to highlight the proper way to 
enjoy tobacco. No longer will you have to worry about 
the harsh and bitter notes that are often associated with 
tobacco. Dripset took the time to create flavor blends 
that showcase the notes of tobacco that you are meant 
to savor.
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Blue

A full-bodied tobacco flavor 
is accented with a decadent 
layer of blueberry muffin. 
It’s a daring blend that 
accentuates the natural 
flavor of tobacco.

Black

Dive into the flavored layers 
of tobacco, paired with 
vanilla and custard, finished 
with a dash of the finest 
bourbon. Explore a new side 
of tobacco.



Sales & info

Email: sales@dripsetvapor.com

Tel: (833) 362-8273


